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ABSTRACT 

We measure the differential jet multiplicity distribution in e+e- annihilation 
with the Mark II detector. This distribution is compared with the second order 
QCD prediction and cy, is determined to be 0.123 f 0.009 f 0.005 at fi M Mz 
(at SLC) and 0.149 f 0.002 f 0.007 at fi = 29 GeV (at PEP). The running of CY, 
between these two center of mass energies is consistent with the QCD prediction. 



The study of jets provides an important laboratory to probe the hard (large mo- 

mentum transfer) interactions of quarks and gluons. With increasing the center-of- 

mass energy of these hard processes, perturbative QCD effects which were masked 

by fragmentation effects at lower energies become more visible. One of the main 

‘experimental issues for jet analyses is the measurement of the QCD scale parame- 
._ _ 

ter Am, which determines the coupling strength of the strong interaction at any 

given mass scale ( Q2). I n d t e ermining Am (or oys), it is better to use observables 

which are insensitive to fragmentation and higher order QCD effects. In that re- 

spect, the commonly used observables are (1) the total hadronic cross section (o.toi), 

(2) the energy-energy-correlation asymmetry and (3) the three-jet-event fraction. 

However, clot is not easy to measure precisely enough to determine Am because 

the QCD effect is small (approximately 5% of olOt). The energy-energy-correlation 

asymmetry is not free from systematic effects associated with fragmentation and 

hence extensive studies of these effects are needed to estimate the corresponding 

systematic err0rs.l The three-jet event fraction appears relatively insensitive to 

fragmentation effects, if one chooses a reasonable jet algorithm and if one deals 

only with hard three-jet events. 2 However, the actual dependence of the three-jet 

event fraction on the jet resolution parameter (ycUt) used to select hard three-jet 

events is not statistically easy to handle. This problem can be solved by using a 

differential jet multiplicity as described below. 

The purpose of this paper is to present determinations of cry, at two differ- 

ent center-of-mass energies, at SLC and at PEP. The analysis is performed using 

the same Mark II detector configuration at both energies and applying the same 

technique, based on the differential jet multiplicity. 

The Mark II detector has been described in detail elsewhere.3-5 In this ana- 
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lysis, the main drift chamber, barrel and endcap electromagnetic calorimeters are 

used. We analyse the data which were collected after the installation of the new 

drift chamber and of the endcap shower detector at PEP.3 The triggers for hadronic 

events at SLC and at PEP are given elsewhere. 3y4 Trigger efficiencies are close to 

-100% for multihadronic events so that the analysis is not significantly affected by 

trigger biases. Events are selected by requiring that the number of charged tracks 

is- at least seven at SLC [at least five at PEP] and that the sum of charged and 

neutral particle energies (&is) is greater than 0.50 ,/X at SLC [0.55 fi at PEP]. 

In order to reduce the bias due to initial state radiation and background from two 

photon processes for the PEP data, events with large missing energy or with a 

large energy photon are eliminated by applying additional cuts described in Ref.3. 

For the Z-resonance data such effects are small, hence we do not apply any cuts 

other than those mentioned above! The detection efficiency for multihadron events 

is estimated using QCD-based Monte Carlo generators 6-8 to be 0.80 f0.02 at SLC 

[0.51 f 0.02 at PEP]. Th e integrated luminosities used in the analysis are 19 nb-’ 

at SLC and 27 pb-’ at PEP. A total of 391 events from the SLC data and 7348 

events from the PEP data pass the selection cuts. 

The parton shower models”” are very attractive because they describe the data 

very well over a wide range of center-of-mass energy using the same parameters: 

but Am cannot be uniquely defined in these models which are based on a leading- 

log approximation. Therefore these models are used only for studying detector 

effects and for determining efficiencies. Second order perturbative QCD predictions 

are directly compared with the data for testing the hard QCD processes and for 

determining (Ye. 

We use the algorithm proposed by the JADE collaboration to define the number 
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lo of jets (jet multiplicity) in an event. The algorithm proceeds as follows: 

for each particle (cluster) pair i,j, the scaled invariant mass 

Yij = 
2E&(l - cos x;j) 

Ek3 

is calculated, where Ei and Ej are the energy of the particles (clusters) and xij 

is the angle between them. The particle (or cluster) pair with the smallest yij 

is combined by adding the 4-momenta of the two particles (clusters) i and j to 

form a new cluster i + j (P!+~ = p’ + py). Th e above clustering procedure is 

repeated until all the clusters satisfy the condition yij > yCUt where yCZLt is referred 

to as -the jet resolution. The three-jet fraction j3(ycut) is defined to be the number 

of three-jet events obtained with the algorithm, divided by the total number of 

hadronic events. The two-jet fraction j2(yczlt) and the four jet fraction j4(yCZLt) are 

similarly defined.llThis jet algorithm has the important feature that mapping from 

parton jets to hadron jets in Monte Carlo hadronic events is close to one-to-one 

for reasonably large ycut (2 0.04) values .2 However, it is not easy to extract (Y, by 

fitting the f3(YCut) (or f2(yot)) d is ri u ion because the same events contribute t b t 

at different ycUt values and one must take into account all the correlations in this 

distribution. 

To overcome this difficulty, a differential jet multiplicity is defined in the fol- 

lowing way. The clustering is terminated when the number of jets has reached 

a pre-selected value n, irrespective of yij values. For each event, particles are as- 

signed to n-jets using this method and ylz is defined to be the minimum value of the 

Yij'S (i f j, i,j = 1,2, . . . . n). In other words, yn is the ycUt value corresponding to 

the transition from n-jet to (n - l.)-jet for a given event. The distribution function 

of in is denoted gn( yn). Integrating g3( y3) over Y3 from 0 to ycUt, one recovers 
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f2(yCut) because all the events with y3 < yczlt are categorized as two-jet events for 

the given jet resolution ycut. Hence, 

9dYd IY3=ycut = -&f2(Ycut). 
cu 

Similarly, 

94(Y4h/4=?ht = &[f2(Ycut) + f3(Ycut)l. 

Note that only the leading term (cx c$) is available for gq in second order QCD 

calculations. Therefore we restrict our analysis to the differential jet fraction gs(y3) 

to determine as. 

Detector effects, biases due to event selection and initial state radiation effects 

are corrected with bin-by-bin correction factors. In the range 0.04 5 y3 5 0.14, the ’ 

corrections are typically less than 5% for SLC data [lo% for PEP data]. The bin- 

to-bin systematic errors due to the variation of the correction factors for various 

models 6-8 are less than 4% at SLC [3% at PEP]. Th ese errors slightly increase with 

y3. The overall normalization uncertainty in the correction factors is estimated to 

be 2% at SLC [3% at PEP]. The corrected gyrr(y3) distributions for the two data 

samples are shown in Fig.1. Also shown in the figure are the QCD predictions 

for three Am values, as obtained by differentiating the function j2 calculated 

by Kramer and Lampe, in the MS scheme, for y3 < 0.14.12 The shape of the 

distributions, which depends only slightly on Am, is well described by the QCD 

predictions. 

Corrections are not applied for fragmentation effects. Rather, they are ac- 

counted for as systematic errors., These errors are estimated as follows. Using 

the same jet algorithm, and for a given fragmentation model, the distributions 
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of y3 at the parton level (grrtons) and after fragmentation (giadrons) are ob- 

tained. The systematic errors are then derived, for a given ys, from the differences 

1 g;artons _ &adrons ] for various models. 6-8 In Fig.2, the ratio g, PaTtonsjg~adTons 

is shown as a function of y3 for two models .6y8 In the range 0.04 5 y3 5 0.14, 

the bin-to-bin systematic errors associated with fragmentation effects are 3-5% ._- _ 

at SLC [5-10% at PEP]. Th e normalization uncertainty is estimated to be 2% at 

SLC [4% at PEP].14 The systematic errors estimated by varying the fragmentation 

parameters are significantly smaller than the errors mentioned above. 

The CY, value is obtained from a fit of the corrected gs(y3) distribution to the 

O(oz) QCD prediction.12 The fit is performed within the range of 0.04 5 y3 5 0.14 

using a likelihood method which accounts for the statistical errors and the various 

systematic errors. The lower y3 limit of the fitted range is chosen in order to 

limit the fragmentation effects, while the upper limit arises only because the QCD 

prediction for y3 > 0.14 is not available in Ref.12. Choosing the renormalization 

point Q2 to be s, we obtain 

as = 0.123 f 0.009 f 0.005 at SLC, 

cys = 0.149 f 0.002 f 0.007 at PEP. 

The running of os from 29 GeV to 91 GeV is consistent with the QCD predic- 

tion, as shown in Fig.3. The running of a, with Q2 is governed by the Renormal- 

ization Group Equation (RGE) which, to second order in as, is given by 

a sizg= -bo($2(1 + blz) . 

The coefficients bo and bl do not. depend on the renormalization scheme chosen, 

hence they represent fundamental physical quantities. Denoting by nf the effective 
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number of flavors at a given Q2, QCD predicts b = (33 - 2nf)/6 and bl = 

(153 - 19nf)/(33 - 2nf). The RGE can be integrated to express bo in terms of 

our two measurements of the coupling constant ofLc and orEP and of the ln Q2 

variation AlnQ2 = 21n (91/29) = 2.29. One gets 

-- - b. = ‘b,SLC) - F(a:EP) , 
AlnQ2 

with F(oS) = 2 - bl In (z + bl) . 

This formula leads to bo = 3.4’f.i where the errors take into account the partial 

cancellation of the normalization uncertainties. This value, which is almost in- 

depen.dent of bl, is in good agreement with the QCD prediction of bo = 3.83 for 

nf = 5. 

To express the os measurements in terms of the QCD scale parameter Am, 

we use the approximate solution of the RGE given in Ref.13. We obtain Am = 

0.29’~:$~~.~~ GeV at SLC, and Am = 0.28~~.~~‘~$ GeV at PEP, . . in agreement 

with the value 0.33 f 0.04 f 0.07 GeV previously obtained using the energy-energy- 

correlation by Mark II at 29 GeV.l 

In finite order perturbative calculations, there is an ambiguity due to the renor- 

malization scale Q 2. 15 Recently, triggered by the work of Kramer and Lampe, se- 

veral experimental papers were published in an attempt to optimize Q2 for the 

determination of Am. r6-18 The simultaneous determination of Q2 and Am us- 

ing jet multiplicity favors very small Q2 values, l8 but the result is very sensitive 

to the four-jet fraction which does not have the next-to-leading order term in the 

O(cyz) calculation. If a variable with next-to-leading order terms is used, the Q2 

ambiguity is large. Several prescriptions have been proposed to assign Q2 a par- 

ticular value . lgv2’ For the purpose of illustrating and exploring the effect of the 
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choice of Q2, we use the Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie (BLM) method21 to eliminate 

the Q2 ambiguity for g3 at each y3 value. The Q value prescribed by the BLM 

method (Q*) is 4 GeV [1.3 GeV] at y3 = 0.05 and increases to 6 GeV [2.0 GeV] at 

y3 = 0.10 for fi = 91 GeV [& = 29 GeV]. In this picture, the smallness of Q2 

might be understood in terms of the typical momentum scale involved in the vac- ._ _ 

uum polarization loops; the energy scale is related to the allowable invariant mass 

(virtuality) of gl uons, which can be as small as a few GeV. Choosing Q2 = (Q*)2 at 

each value of y3 and ,/Z, and nf values appropriate to the small Q* values (nf = 4 

for SLC and nf = 3 for PEP), the Am values obtained using the BLM method are 

0.17i~.~~f~:~~ GeV at SLC and 0.17~o~o,~o~03 +’ 01+’ O3 GeV at PEP. The range of the Am . . 

values discussed in the letter implies that the uncertainty on this measurement 

induced by the Q2 ambiguity is far in excess of the systematic errors arising from 7 

the fragmentation effects. 

In conclusion, we have presented the measurement of the coupling strength 

of the strong interaction in e+e- annihilation at fi M Mz (SLC) and at 

4 = 29 GeV (PEP) using the differential jet multiplicity g3. The method is 

relatively insensitive to fragmentation effects and statistically easy to handle. In 

the framework of second order QCD calculations and for Q2 = s, the measured 

values of cys are 0.123 f0.009 f0.005 at ,/Z = 91 GeV and 0.149 f0.002 f0.007 at 

fi = 29 GeV. Th e running of a, from 29 GeV to 91 GeV is seen and is consistent 

with the QCD prediction. The corresponding values of the QCD scale parameter 

are Am = 0.29’~.~~f~$$ GeV at SLC, and Am = 0.28f~$~f~$~ GeV at PEP. . . 

For comparison, results have been also presented at considerably smaller values of 

* the renormalization point (Q2), as suggested, for example, by the Brodsky-Lepage- 

Mackenzie method. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 The experimental distributions of ys at (a) 6 = 91 GeV, and (b) fi = 

29 GeV. Only the statistical errors are indicated in the figures. The curves 

below y3 = 0.14 indicate the QCD predictions with Am =O.l GeV, 0.3 GeV 

and 0.5 GeV for Q2 = s. The y3 range used in the fit for the determination ._ _ 

of cus is defined by the two dashed lines. The curves above y3 = 0.14 are 

extrapolated from the QCD predictions in the low y3 range. 

Fig. 2 The ratio g~aTtons/g~adToas as a function of y3 for partons and for hadrons 

(after fragmentation and decay of unstable particles) at (a) ,/Z = 91 GeV, 

-and (b) JIF = 29 GeV. Th e solid curve corresponds to the Lund model based 

on O(cyz) matrix element and the dashed curve to the Lund parton shower 

model. The error bars indicate the Monte Carlo statistical errors. 

Fig. 3 The strong coupling os(Q2 = s) as a function of fi. The errors include 

statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Also shown 

are the extrapolations of the (Y, measurement at 6 = 29 GeV to higher 

energies using the formula of Ref.13, or assuming a constant o,. The dotted 

lines indicate the extrapolation of the measured Q, f la from 29 GeV. 
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